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as good as when
Serving food... it was cooked!
Rieber provides a hot food
service that’s convenient for
both inmates and the prison!
ere are times when it’s just not practical to eat in the
canteen. So a solution for moving meals is needed that is safe,
secure and keeps food as good as when it was cooked, even
aer a substantial period of time - that’s when you need to
speak to BGL Rieber, specialists in food transport solutions.
Here are just a couple of the many solutions we are already
providing prisons and secure units...

Rieber’s Secure Meal
Tray System (pictured above)
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Made from 1mm stainless steel, available with lid
Featuring a 1.25l filling volume
3 compartments
Size: 325 x 265 x 55mm - Weight 1.34kg
Gastronorm-compliant, the tray is size ½ GN, fits a range of
Rieber trolleys/boxes and has no sharp edges or corners

Prisons and secure facilities are switching to
Rieber ermoport insulated containers to
feed inmates when the main kitchen is closed.
ermoport 10 insulated
food boxes keep a meal hot
for more than four hours.
e boxes are filled
during the usual meal
service for collection by
prisoners. No extra
labour is required and
prisoners get a hot meal
when they are ready.

Rieber - we’re no
t only
for Ramadan

HMP GARTH: “ey are
brilliant – we have been using them
for many years. We were recommended
other boxes by the prison service, but the Rieber boxes are
better. ey keep the food piping hot. We carried out a test
starting at 86°C. Four hours later they were at 78°C.”

BGL Rieber and Prisons
You may not know that BGL Rieber has also been
supplying prisons and secure units with a range of other
solutions including bulk food transport systems, our

innovative Multipolar compartmentalised secure
refrigerators and Metos combi kettles... see over
for details.
www.bglrieber.co.uk

Plating,
serving and
transporting
meals
s a range
BGL Rieber supplie
re
of solutions for secu
meal
facilities including
s, bulk
assembly conveyor
g systems
holding and servin
and plate warmers.

Mega-K slimline

Secure
refrigeration?

Maxi-K Quad

INTRODUCING THE MEGA AND MAxI-K
It looks destined for a rock concert, but the special order Mega-K slimline
triple decker ermoport, transports large volumes of hot or cold food through
narrow spaces, such as doorways.
e Maxi-K quad double-decker has a heavy-duty base, which provides extra
stability and rigidity. Featuring extra-large castors, they soak up the vibration from
rough surfaces and pathways.

Cooking on a large scale?
e latest generation Metos Proveno 3G
Combi Kettle 40-400l range features new
‘smart functions’ and extra heavy-duty
capability to make the cooking of soups,
sauces, mash potato, stews, curries and
desserts… even more eﬃcient; it is also
great at cooking porridge!
A range of options includes automatic
cooling.
We also supply M
etos heavy duty br
att
pans 100, 150 an
d 200l capacity.

Rieber’s Multipolar® range is an
ingenious series of undercounter
and freestanding refrigerators
with four to 16 lockable
compartments, perfect for every
secure refrigeration requirement.
Also ideal for staﬀ and secure
accommodation.
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